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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters uses a custom Java application to display code coverage and test results for all of their
enterprise applications and is planning to include Salesforce as well. 

Which Salesforce API should an Integration Architect use to meet the requirement? 

A. SOAP API 

B. Analytics REST API 

C. Metadata API 

D. Tooling API 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company in a heavily regulated industry requires data in legacy systems to be displayed in Salesforce user interfaces
(UIs). They are proficient in their cloud-based ETL (extract, transform, load) tools. They expose APIs built on their on-
premise middleware to cloud and on-premise applications. 

Which two findings about their current state will allow copies of legacy data in Salesforce? Choose 2 answers 

A. Only on-premise systems are allowed access to legacy systems. 

B. Cloud-based ETL can access Salesforce and supports queues. 

C. On-premise middleware provides APIs to legacy systems data. 

D. Legacy systems can use queues for on-premise integration. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers has Logistics Engineers that observe a near real-time dashboard in Salesforce of shipping
containers that are in transit. Without leaving the dashboard, an Engineer can select a container to request an updated
status on that container. These requests are handled by a proprietary shipping system that queues the requests to send
to each container. Containers are connected devices and check in with the shipping system every 30 seconds to receive
any status requests. 

What integration pattern or combination of patterns would be needed to connect Salesforce and the shipping system? 

A. UI Update Based on Data Changes and Batch Data Synchronization 

B. Remote Process Invocation-Fire and Forget, with UI Update Based on Data Changes 

C. Remote Call-In, with UI Update Based on Data Changes 
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D. Remote Process Invocation-Request and Reply 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A large enterprise customer operating in a high regulated industry is planning to implement Salesforce for customer
facing associates in both Sales and Service, and back office staff. The business processes that Salesforce supports are
critical to the business. Salesforce will be integrated to multiple back office systems to provide a single interface for
associates. Reliability and monitoring of these integrations is required as associates support customers. 

Which integration solution should the architect consider when planning the implementation? 

A. Architect Services in back office systems to support callouts from Salesforce and build reliability, monitoring and
reporting capabilities. 

B. Decouple back office system callouts into separate distinct services that have inbuilt error logging and monitoring
frameworks. 

C. Build a custom integration gateway to support back office system integrations and ensure reliability and monitoring
capabilities. 

D. Leverage Middleware for all back office system integrations ensuring real time alerting, monitoring and reporting
capabilities. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers is building a managed package to distribute on the AppExchange. As part of the solution they
would like to include authentication information (username/password) inside of the package for web service calls made
from the package Universal containers web services. A Salesforce security review has flagged this as a security
violation and the architect must decide how best to protect these credentials 

Which two methods should the architect consider in order to protect these credentials? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Utilize named credentials to store the username/password of the web service end post. 

B. Utilize a custom object with an encrypted text field to store the username/password of the web service end point. 

C. Utilize protected custom settings to store the username/password of the web service end point. 

D. Store the username/password directly in the Apex class that will be obfuscated in the managed package. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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